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TWISTING WOUNDS OF DOUBT FROM DESIRES FOR RADIANCE: Spiritual 

Struggles in the Art of Fyodor Dostoevsky and James Joyce. 

I des·ire to press ·in my ar'ms the love 1 iness which has not yet come 
into the wor,ld. The Pot•trait of the Artist' as a Young Nan: James 
Joyce. 

'And a strange thing happened; while lhey ceased completely to 
believe in tfndr lost bliss, disnl'issing it as a fairy tale, they 
longed so much to become happy and innocent once mor·e that they 
cap'itulaled lo their own w·ishes and, like small ch·ildr·en, proceeded 
to worship their longings. They built countless temples, deified 
their own wishful thought, and pr·ayed to it. And. although they wet'e 
certain that their wishes could never· come true, they worshipped them 
with tears in their eyes" "The Dr·eam of a Ridiculous rian.' ryodor 
Dostoevsky. 

Ineffable, intangible, grasped in pain, exalted in love, the 

Christian faith along cultural lines is a human absolute that bows 

to no authority but its own miraculous, wilful and desiring self, 

and still it can fail. Quintessentially, faith's considerable hold 

on imagination is utterly human, which, without denying or 

affirming the existence of God, makes faith a perceptual frame to 

be chosen or rejected. Furthermore the will that generates faith 

must be active as Francis Jeanson emphasises in a study of Sartre 's 

thought: 

" The idea of God i:; not in our possession. U does not lie with us to encounter this idea 
once and for a77, we do not have the idea of God: we must continua77y give it back to ourselves 
in the choice we make of this or t·hat mora] course'[Jeanson: 1972:274]. 
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Viewed simplistically beneath the thunder and excesses of their 

fiction, drawing distillations from texts wondrously contaminated 

by impure and disturbing contradictions, faith for Fyodor 

Dostoevsky vibrates from the heart, whereas for James Joyce, faith, 

on the roundabout of denial and transcendence, is the prerogative 

of the mind. Characteristic of poetic/aesthetic natures.generally, 

Dostoevsky and Joyce accentuate, explicitly or implicitly, the 

significance of beauty in their concept of faith and hence when 

doubt challenges that faith, the resultant visions are terrible and 

insupportable. Dostoevsky and Joyce's novels create f ictiona1 

radiance while paradoxically immersed_in the darkness of doubt, a 

radiance perhaps with which to confront and vanquish the anguish in 

their own souls, or minds. Each author's world view of divinity 

thus pivots on a triad axis, involving interstices of conflict 

between moral, cultural, theological, sexual, psychological, 

aesthetic and narrative issues. It is the objective of this essay 

to examine the struggle toward the light in Dostoevsky's The Idiot, 

The Devils(also known as The Possessed), The Brothers Karamazov and 

"The Dream of a Ridiculous ivlan" and Joyce's Dubliners, The Portrait 

of the Artist as a Young Man and Ulysses. In following Dostoevsky 

to the depths of torment and suffering and Joyce through his 

arduous commitment to create the mind's brilliant trek, we may find 

that instead of Gods and Christs, our guides have been passionate 

and compassionate holy, and unholy, fools, wrestling with and 

'against faith. 



... IF GOD EXISTS I THEN I I TOO I Aivi UltvlORTAL! 

************************ ****************************************** 

The infinite and the immei:lsuraule is as necessary to man as the 
little planet which he inhabits. Fyodor Dostoevsky: The Devils. 
Rum idea: eating bits of a corpse. James Joyce: Ulysses. 

***************************************************************** 
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Terrors arising from the finite nature of the human condition, 

its suffering· and futility, create the need for appeasement or 

fulfilment through some form of ultra-reality, or as it is known, 

spiritual and/or religious belief. As Peter Berger notes something 

in our sensory and mental processes ''demands interpretations that 

not only satisfy theoretically but give inner sustenance in meeting 

the crisis of suffering and death" and answers to "a burning desire 

for ... redemption"[Berger:1971:40 & 66]. For over two thousand 

years, men and women have constructed and practised the meanings 

and symbolism generated out of the Jewish struggle to be the 

"chosen people", and the appearance on earth of a remarkable man 

and his extraordinary life. Jesus Christ as gift to the elect, 

gave through his teaching and parables the gift of a new church and 

revivified meanings in the old religion. His incarnation, 

sacrifice and resurrection acted as the bedrock of Christianity, 

sanctifying humankind and imbuing them with a deep sense of reality 

in the promise of a heavenly afterlife. In the intervening 

history, the incarnate Word has sustained many dreams, witnessed 
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many divisions, satisfied alternative directions and generally 

experienced its oneness succumb to myriad patterns, two branches of . 
which lead directly to Dostoevsky and Joyce, the Russian Orthodoxy 

and Jesuitical Roman Catholicism. Since faith imposes firm 

perceptual frames that influence the substance of reality, we need 

to look into the conceptual premises of each version of 

Christianity, so that we can, in Joycean terms, peer into the 

firmament of each writer's seeing. 

Known in a Eurocentric context, as a primitive branch of 

Christianity, Orthodoxy, its customs and values travelled 

historical processes from Greece across the vast lands of Russia to 

establish its relatively decentralised system deeply in people's 

cultural experience on the basic tenet that faith ''is a 

supernatural, not a natural act [whereby] the Grace of God 

[is] in the Christian soul"[Crim:1981:552]. This divine and 

undefinable aspect saturates the primarily biblical language of 

orthodox worship in the mystical ""apophatic" or negative: God is 

described in the Eucharist Prayer as "Ineffable, INconceivable, 

INvisible, INcomprehensible, ever-existing and eternally the 

same"[Ibid:553]. Considered to be a faculty higher than reason, 

faith consequently is the sole means of realising God's presence 

in the self and in the figurative reality assumed in Christ. 

Rituals stress incarnation, wherein a new and perfect humanity, 

Christ, unites two separate realities forever. "God became man so 

that man might become divine", making this ''deification" the' goal 

of Christian life[Crim:1981:553]. 
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Dostoevsky both assumes the truth of these principles and 

questions them from a multi tude of angles and arguments, from 

Al yosha seen as a realist for whom "faith is not born from 

miracles, but miracles from faith"[BK:26], to Ivan•s nihilism, 

bluntly stating the equivocal "[t]here would be no civilization at 

all if God had not been invented" [BK: 134]. When Dostoevsky 

repeatedly locates the heart as the place of faith, he moves closer 

to the Russian mystics, who like Tikhon and Zosima, believe 

variously in 

•immediate communion of man with God, a universal, e11dusively affective, subjedive r·eligion 
without dogma and Church, bdsed un immediate iHumindtion by the Huly Gho~t dnd on lhe 
pr·onouncement~ of the interior· wor·d in lhe spirit of man"[Bo1shakuff:i977:i05]. 

This view lies counter to some contemporaneous accounts of his 

allegiance· to·- the Church proper and to Cross and Livingstone 1 s 

perception of Dostoevsky as one of the forerunners of modern 

Dialectical theology in which "the consciousness of salvation [is] 

the free gift of God to the weak and miserable and the refusal to 

admit any co-operation between God and man ... not from man to God 

but [from] God to man ... [and therefore a] complete absence from 

religion of reason and will, and the moral effort that flows from 

them" [Cross & Livingstone: 1983:422]. Though many characters, like 

Stavrogin, Rogozhin and Dmitri, behave as if will and moral effort 

are superfluous, and rationality is a dangerous manifestation of 

godless materialism, Dostoevsky insists with the Christ of Ivan•s 

poem, 1'The grand Inquisitor", Alyosha, i•lyshkin and Zosima, that 
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will must be a free, moral choice, for the sinner as well as for 

the saint. Orthodox concepts do not thus entirely determine 

Dostoevsky's world view; they are rather the starting points of 

heart and incomprehensibility from which his tireless dialectic 

surges, so that we can forever remake the ''secret, and rnysterious 

sense of our living bond with the other world, with the highest 

heavenly world, and the roots of our thoughts and feelings are not 

here but in other worlds"[BK:320]. 

The same story, turned almost literally on its head, is at the 

crux of Jesuit belief as a teaching and proselyting sect of Roman 

Catholicism, for their faith, after St Augustine 1 s principle, 

"thinking with the giving of assent" demands an act of will, based 

on reason[Cross & Livingstone:1983:499]. In Catholicism, original 

sin, pertinently for Joyce, the unimaginable and excessive pride of 

the rebellious angels, alienates man from God without totally 

corrupting him. Moreover, man has a moral obligation to cooperate 

in his salvation, especially through confessional practices. At 

the centre of the Church's life is the Eucharist, the ritual 

partaking of the pascal meal, which denotes an unbloody repetition 

of the sacrifice of Calvary[Abingdon: 1981:629]. Christ, in the 

ritual of transubstantiation, is believed to be really present in 

what appears as bread and wine, creating much intellectual flesh 

for Joyce's insatiable wit and soul. In its socio-political 

structure, Catholicism, unlike the more localised authority 

practised in Orthodoxy, is highly hierarchical, patriarchal and 

centralised in the power of the Pope in Rome. 
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However, in spite of the mysteries, rigid rituals and dogmas, 

catholicism developed a strong line of philosophical theorists, who 

like St Thomas Aquinas have had immeasurable influence on the 

intellectual status of the religion. Over and above what Stephen 

attributes to Aquinas in The Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, 

Joyce is indebted to this master of the mind for the founding of 

the artist's alternative yet vital faith. Aquinas beg ins his 

lengthy study into every facet of religious life and meaning with 

faith: 

'In the fir·st place, then, this great and glorious fr·uit is yalhereu lr·om human r·eason --
namely, that it demonstl'ates lhe existence of God1- "By the gr·ei:!lness of Lhe oeauty and of the 
creatur·e the Cr·eator· of them may be seen, so as lo be known ther·eby .. , . In Lhe next place, 
r·eason shows that God, in d way belonging only lo Himself, excels oy the SUIII of d11 
perfectionism--- that is, by dl1 inlinile wisdom, fi'Oill which nolhing Cdl1 oe hiddtm; dnd also 
Ly a supr·eme justice which no affection of evil can lou~.;h, but the ver·y Tl'ulh ibelf, which 
CdiHlOt deceive Of' ue deceived. Fur·ther·, il is d clear· consequence of lhis Lhal the human 
reason obtains for the wor·d of God full ut:!l iel aml aulhur·ily ... [lor' an] oLeJien~,;e that is 
a llugelher· reasonable' [Aquinas: ix] 

"The fact is that revelation includes things knowable in principle .. 

as well as things that can never be understood in this life" 

[Mcinerny:1982:161] as Aquinas firmly states, is of utmost 

significance to Joyce's sensibility and personal background, since 

acceptance relies first and foremost on belief's capacity to arrest 

his mind. Ivloreover, given the passing of a few centuries of 

attrition and invention, Aquinas' tone, thought and language still 

shine in the fiction of an artist who parodies and proclaims, 

riddles and defames, and yet remains in awe before ''the greatness 

of the beauty", its endless possibility, its intrinsic knowability. 
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The heavenlr·ee of stars hung with humid niyhtblue huiL [U:573]. 

Could it be that there is no trace of Aquinas, or of the exultant 

ecstasy of knowledge penetrating mysteries, in this compelling 

poetic line? 

REMAIN WITH CHRIST IN THE GULF OF DEWS . 

. . . . H it were mdthematically proved to you that lr·uth was outside Chr·ist, you would rather· 
r·ema in wilh Chr·ist lhan with truth?' [TO: 255]. 

Did he then accept as an ar·t ic le of be 1 ief the lheor·y of dslr·o logical influences upun sub lunary 
uisdslers? 

ll seemed to him dS possible of proof as of cunfutat ion and tht! nomencldlur·e employed in its 
selt!nogr·ophical chdr·ls d:> altr·ibuldule lo ver·ifidule intuition as lo fal1dcious analogy: lhe 
ldke of dredms, the sed of rains, the gulf of Jews, the ocedn of fecundity. [U:576]. 

The value of faith, whether Russian or Irish, whether of the 

heart or of the mind, dissipates unless it is meaningful to the 

ferment of personal life experience. Both Dostoevsky and Joyce, as 

biographical evidence and concerns emerging in their fiction 

indicate, suffered personal crises which, alongside times of social 

turmoil, shaped their thought and imagination simultaneously ai•ound 

and within desires for, and apprehension of, faith. Art and life 
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do differ, but in many instances they are interdependent, at least 

in the same way that ll}iracles presuppose faith, bringing the 

intensity of one to the dimension of the other, for despite 

Stephen's artist who, "like the God of creation, remains within or 

behind or beyond or above his handiwork, invisible, refined out of 

existence, indifferent, paring his fingernails''[PA:397}, creators 

cannot but leave their likeness in their creations. Singling out 

particular incidents behaviour and emotional attachments from 

Dostoevsky and Joyce's background will demonstrate how significant 

the re-writing of life can be to those artists, and later to their 

public. 

Dostoevsky spent his boyhood under co-existent fear and 

persuasion from an ''insanely despotic father and a gentle 

downtrodden mother, whose meekness alternated with. hysteria'' 

[Lampert: 1973:227]. The introspection, reading voracity and 

romantic inclinations of youth were rudely shaken by an event of 

violent incomprehensibility; his father's murder committed by a 

group of his own outraged serfs. E. Lampert(1973) claims that the 

incident induced Dostoevsky's first epileptic fit, though others 

attribute the trigger of the on-going disease to the after-shock of 

the mock execution which indelibly marked his consciousness. 

Arrested along with other members of a secret utopian society for 

being engaged in treasonable activities, Dostoevsky and his 

companions were sentenced to death. The czar's reprieve was read 

just one minute before the first three prisoners were due to face 

the firing squad. 
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In The Idiot, Dostoevsky, through Myshkin's acute interest in 

all things relative to the divide between madness and sanity, 

rewrites this experience when time is severely limited and life 

stretches incredibly out of its familiar proportions. Beneath 

Myshkin's animation, Dostoevsky's authorial irony and self-

reflexivity is clearly heard: 

Take a soldier and pul him in fr·ont of a cannon ·in battle and fir·e at him and he will still 
hope, but read the same sold·ier his death sentence for certain, and he will go mad or burst 
out crying. Who says that human nature is capable of bearing this without madness? Why this 
cruel, hideous, unnecessary, and useless mockery? Possibly ther·e are men who have sentences 
or death read out to them and have been given time to go through this tof'lur•e, and have then 
been told, You can go now, you've been repl'ieveu. Such 111en could per·haps tell us. It was of 
agony like this and of such horr·or· that Christ spoke. No, you can't treat a man 1 ike thatJ 
[Dostoevsky:1955:47-B]. -

They did, suggests the offstage voice, and no doubt they always 

will treat human life so mercilessly. Whatever the factual 

connection, between reality in the last moment before death and the 

ecstatic visions experienced prior to epileptic fits, or between 

the son of a murdered man and his adult portrayal of "higher 

realism" on a nexus of crime, these elements acquire symbolic 

fusion in Dostoevsky's fiction. Thus, the sacred moments that 

sign-post madness and a bout of epilepsy, join with the psychic 

extremities of victimization and the pressures, or "strains", which 

force murderers into action, to form patterns of significance from 

life into fiction. This triangle of experience haunts Dostoevsky's 

art, and his faith, with its heightened sensory awareness at. both 

ends of the ethical scale, binding injustice and crime in 

contradiction and interchangeable dualities. Enclosing love and 
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suffering, goodness and evil, the triangular boundaries keep 

splintering into the inherent doubleness of experience, or as 

Prince Sh. sadly reminds Myshkin: 

'it is not edsy to achieve hedven on ear·th, dnd you seem to count on it d little: hedven is 
d d-ifficult mdtter·, Prince, much more difficult thdn it seems to youl' excellent hedrt' 
[TI: 376-7], 

Over Dostoevsky's desire for the rarefied ideal, or even for 

a sense of stable, unequivocal values, crawls the disease of 

earthly existence and a man who craves acceptance and fame and yet 

feels humiliated by such ambitions, who suffers ignominiously 

during years of penal servitude in Siberia, yet plants irreversible 

spiritual strength and compassion in his heart. This man writes in 

his notebooks that reality "is not reducible to the existent; a 

great part of it is contained in the shape of a latent, as yet 

unuttered future''[as quoted in Lampert:l973:227], and then behaves 

sado-masochistically with women, violates poverty by gambling, 

incites family and political quarrels, champions the Russian soul 

and writes compulsively about other "sick and spiteful" characters. 

He knew too well himself, that his identity could never be an 

unified whole, yet his fiction reveals a fierce courage to pursue 

a holistic and holy future. If Ivan Karamazov can reduce humanity 

to ineffectual creatures futilely grasping love in some delusion of 

immortality, or Dmitri confess to a murder he did not commit, or if 

Nastasya Filippovna' s dazzling beauty is unbearably founded on 

abuse and the double-edge of pride and shame, then paradox can 

affect ultimate expressions of faith and compassion drawing them 
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from surprisingly simple actions, like Zosima bowing down before 

Dmitri and the silent Jesus kissing the Grand Inquisitor's 

"bloodless, ninety-year-old lips[BK: 262]. Against the tide of 

Dostoevsky's inchoate world of crime, injustice and irrational 

behaviour, and in spite of the terrible thl'eat of unbelief, the 

master heart places his serene, childlike, "touched by God" 

characters, Myskin and Alyosha, centre stage on the shifting sands. 

He knows that they will be trapped in suffering, and end in human 

disasters beyond their capacity to transcend, yet he believes in 

the Christ in their hearts and in the luminosity they will attain. 

Religious painters create icons from th~ divine presence within: 

Myshkin and Alyosha are narrative icons given by God to 

Dostoevsky's faith. In the following passage, Myshkin falters in 

his explanation of faith to Rogozhin, as they stand under Holbein's 

gruesome painting of Christ's mutilated body under the cross. The 

portrayal of death in the picture acquires the role of a dark and 

siniste1• symbol, even an obverse icon, emanating from the da1•k 

house of doubt and infecting the denouement of the novel. Its 

presence is never totally expunged, not even by the Prince's 

enduring goodness: 

"the essence of r•e 11 g 10us fee 1 i ng has nothing to do with any reasoning, or any cl'ime::> and 
misdemeanours or athebm; •.• Bul the impor·tant thing i::; thal you will not ice it most cledr·ly 
·in a Rus::;ian hear•t, and thdt's the conclusion I've come lo !"[Tl:253}. 

It is not through ignorance that Myshkin fails to enlighten, but 

because truth resides in the heart where language flows in a medium 
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other than words. 

In contrast, wor~s constitute Joyce's truth. Language is an 

interminable font, sacred and sacrilegious and able to purify the 

most worn and tired human soul. Joyce's youth is strongly marked 

by a. compulsive love-hate relationship with his father, whose 

profligacy abused his mother's devout personality and led the 

family from a comfortable middle-class life-style to abject, and 

for the young James, shameful poverty. John Stanislaus Joyce's 

glorious singihg voice and gift of conversational wit redeem him 

somewhat for the son unable to resist the charms of sound and the 

daring flights of language. Joyce enshri~es his father's qualities 

and flaws in the fictional portrait of Simon Dedalus in Ulysses and 

in the intellectual trinity Joyce struggles to construct between, 

the Father, father and son, when both father and son are clearly 

less than spiritually adequate to the task. Poverty as mentioned, 

crossed the trauma of puberty and seems to have helped push the 

young, highly religious boy over the threshold to the local 

brothels, only subsequently to withdraw and repent in excessive 

displays of self-flag-ellation. The ideas on sin, which Joyce 

imbibed from his formal education in the hands of the Jesuit order, 

revolved on graphic and fearsome horrors of hell, cowing the boy to 

submission, until he saw through the irrational processes by which 

the brothers inflicted their "awful powers" in the narne of God. At 

the same time, the Jesuits being respected and disciplinary 

academics led Joyce to Aquinas, to a passion for the beauty words 

could evoke, and to an awareness of the unusual potential of his 
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inquiring mind. As he matured however, he saw less of the 

advantages of his religious schooling and more of the unjust 

punis~nents that the religious order condoned. Joyce must have 

suffered, or seen others grapple with the pain and indignity of 

simply being powerless, in episodes like Stephen's caning in The 

Portrait of the Artist as a Young i•ian, delivered because the 

brother disbelieves the account of his broken spectacles. 

Graduation coincided with a rebellion against inflexible and arcane 

practices, when Joyce "believed that sin was the invention of the 

clergy" and that "his writing would convert the bread of life into 

something that would have an artistic life of its 

own''[O'Connor:1984:174]. 

Women, their sexuality, beauty and ability to procreate, also 

fired his imagination, not so much perhaps for themselves, but for 

his relationship to them. Nora, his wife reputedly saved him from 

his relentless will which propelled the mind to dangerous heights, 

and, on the other side, his mother challenged his conscience with 

guilt for denying her, a peaceful and religiously pure death. She 

slips into our reality as the tormenting ghost across the pages of 

Ulysses. Compared with Dostoevsky, the early Joyce denigrates 

women who fail before the matchless standard of the "immaculate 

virgin'', caused to a great extent, I suggest, by the cultural lens 

imposed by catholicism. Whereas orthodoxy accepts i•iary as the 

earth mother, catholicism accentuates her virginity, and 

subsequently creates an alienating distance between the procr~ative 

sexuality of the human female and her divine image. The gap both 
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qualifies the significant role of the male in religious concepts of 

creation and increases tendencies to undervalue the woman on earth. 

Joyce's literature traces the struggle of his male ego's engagement 

in the problem until arriving at a resolution in his verbal 

creation of Molly, who purifies Ulysses with a sort of orgasmic 

flow of fecund and natural language suggestive of a massive earth 

goddess. Not as a falling and faulty Eve, but as an affirming muse 

of life, iviolly coalesces the ordinary and the miraculous, and 

~jenerates a faith embracing· the magnitude of the knowable and the 

mysterious. It is to Molly-born-of-Joyce that Anderson's words 

should speak: 

where d ll Wd~ one --- wher·e, thuuyh gouJ drHJ evil were not the ~dme, they were bulh dS~ect!:i 
ur hi~ 1ui'U, whu hdd Le(;UIIJ8 Lht; ::id(;f'dlllellld1, IIIUIIUlllylhic de::;iyn uf d11 Lhe 'r·ed1ity uf 
e.\fJc'l' i em;e 11 11 

[Ar1Jer·~un: i 96 7: i i 4]. 

Before reaching this point, Joyce runs the gamut of 

experiences in faith, from conventional acceptance, rejection, 

taking the vows of art with all the discipline of a priest, to a 

position which Brown describes as a Blakean ''heretical caste of 

thought''; an ideological perspective that provides Joyce with the 

fertile ground for his radical "re-reading" of sacred 

texts[Brown:198!J:162]. Joyce thus rebels with the full force of 

pride not against the catholic religion and the tenets of faith 

that the Bible acclaims and Aquinas meticulously reinforces, but 

against the Irish Church at the tu1'n of the century with its 

overload of meaningless and prohibitive dogma. ''It is not 
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difficult, for example, to imasrine St. Augustine[or St. Aquinas] 

and Joyce changing places"[Raleigh:1987:,117]. Although Joyce 

intrinsically trusts the mind's authority, he is no more free of 

contradiction, ambiguity and paradox than is Dostoevsky, except 

that the chaos he evokes is mapped, or mappable, and is finally 

encompassed in his cosmological understanding, whereas Dostoevsky's 

chaos tends to the unpredictable and pulls away from the luminous 

holistic desire in his heart. Raleigh's sketch of Joyce's mental 

powers highlights its formidable comprehensiveness: 

'Joyce hdu d mind bulh Iri~h-Cdlhu1ic-Je~uilicd1 dllU colhu1ic U1dl Wd~ ~imu1Ldneou~1y highly 
~cht:llldl ic .... elldlllOUI'eu of ueld i1 .... d CUIHIO iss~ur uf chdOS .... adu j~,;Leu lu my~ler• ies dlld 
pua1es .... inveler·dle1y dnu deeply di'Chdic dllU super~t it iou:> ... dnu WdS buth hdunleu dllU 
f dSC indleu uy llldd!less diid lhe thin 1 ine l11dl el\ i~ls uelween f'edSOil and 
unr·edson' [Rd 1 e iyh: i 987: 98]. 

To complete the portrait, I would add Joyce's fusion of sexuality 

and divinity which overflows from Ulysses as it must, because like 

the story of creation itself, there will always be mysteries to 

unravel in the re-telling, the re-reading and the re-writing. 
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THE HIGHER IMAGE, THE SILKEN CRY . 

. • . unl i1 now n~ith~r· their· wi:ouom nor· Lhe di'UOf' of th~ir· h~dr·L:o hd:o b~~n dol~ to c:r·~dle 
dnolh~r·, higher· irndg~ of llldn and his dignily Lhan lh~ imdge shown by Lhe old Clwisl. [8K:i7i] 

Their· l:I'Y Wd:O sill' ill dllU l: l~df' dllU r ine diiU r d ll ing 1 ike Lhr~dUS of :; i1ken 1 ighl UllWOUIIU fr·um 
1 • • , r" • "~"~,.., wr11rrtng :;pour:>. trA:'IUOJ. 

Notions of beauty are inextricably embedded in faith, to the 

extent that the human propensity for pleasurable feelings, objects 

and ideas may constitute one means of defining faith. Afterall, 

there is something in the imaginative image of the divine, which 

presupposes that humanity is not satisfied with its lot, not merely 

in terms of an escape from suffering and death, but because there 

seems to be a condition, or a promise of something aesthetically 

more pleasing, than life tied to earth can provide. This line of 

thought assumes that beauty exists in this world and so enables the 

imagination to project its perfected or everlasting form into the 

other reality. On a slightly different tact, Victor Hugo's 

manifesto on art discusses one human truth that tends to evade our 

everyday desires and daydreams, reminding us of our inability to 

support beauty for any extended length of time: 

Sublimity urH·eli~ved, h~ finds, derJies dll dudicmt:~'s ndlur·dlneed lu r•e:;l d lillle, "even fr·un1 
beauty'; hent:e lh~ Vd lue uf the gr·ulesque dS d f.ldUSI:!, d L~r·m uf l:OIIIf.ldl' isun, d vuint of 
depdi'Lor·e fr·urn which one f'i:;e:; lowdrd the beduliful wilh fr·e:;her· dnd k~:ener· 
per·cepl iun [rdnger·: 229]. 
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Like goodness, and its reliance on evil for definition and 

intrinsic reality, beauty exists only in relation to ..._,_ -
l..llt: 

unpleasurable, to ugliness, the grotesque and vile filth. The 

1mposs1b1li ty of beauty to be an absolute is at the core 
_ _e. 

UJ. 

Dostoevsky's comic short story, "The Dream of a Ridiculous Man'', 

where the dream of paradise on earth is conceived, for humans to 

corrupt. Poignant, and disturbing, the tale told by a clownish 

narrator issues a soul destroying message that I will pursue 

further in ''Tricky Convolutions". Twist the definition of beauty 

another way and we face the paradox of pleasure with a licence to 

overstep moral limits. Stravogrin embodies an extreme variant of 

this idea, scanning .L ,_ - - -.! , ., 
1..111: W.l.l.l to pleasure over almost all 

possibilities between heaven and hell, while Dmitri Karamazov, on 

a fundamentally more human scale, wrestles with ,_ .! -
ll.l::i intense 

sensual! ty and inoral weakness, crying, "Beauty is a fearful and 

terrible thing! Fearful because it's undefinable, and it cannot be 

defined, because here God gave us only r1ddles''[BK:108]. Riddles, 

constructing puzzles and rnore riddles, makes it difficult for 

Myshkin to pass judgment on beauty, especially when that radiance 

glows in an as-yet-undiscovered loved one. He evades the question: 

"I'm afraid I am not ready yet. Beauty is a r1ddle''[TI:105], and 

so the riddles accumulate, while beauty roams far in the restless 

Dostoevskian heart. 

Equivalent perplexities pervade Joyce's narratives, for 

although beauty is the pivot to Stephen's theory on art, the - -- _, 
t:LlU 

result of a transcendence in "applied Aquinas", shows the theory's 
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inferiority, when compared to ..L ,_ -

I..Ut:: beauty of Joyce's art. 

Admittedly the "beautiful" of Stephen 1 s artistic epiphanies is 

deliberately or naively limited, though its abstract language is 

paradoxically less precise than a poetic metaphor. Perhaps Joyce 

intends to catch us out, highlighting Stephen 1 s explanation of 

momentous discovery, when we should be watching the scene in its 

entirety. Lynch 1 s lack of enthusiasm, except when women enter 

Stephen's pedantic gaze, suggests that Joyce parodies his self-

styled character. Nevertheless, the passion behind the theorising 

is not to be ignored either. Truth is not beauty, but in this 

case, a restriction, which Stephen places on the "beautiful'': 

Tr·ulh i::; beht~1J uy the inLe11ed which i:; d~Jf.!t~d:;ed by Lhe mu~L ~ctL i:;fying reldL ion:; of Lhe 
inle 11 iy iu 1e; ueduly i:; uehi:i 1J uy lhe ilfld\j indl iun wh i(;Jf i:; df.!pl:d!:ieU by Lhe IIIU!:il !:idl is I y ing 
r·eldl iun::; of Lht~ ::;t~miiule. The fir·:;L :;le~J in lhe Jirt~d iun ol Lr·ulh i:; lu undt~r::>Ldnu Lhe fr'dlllt:! 
dnu :;cu~Je ul Lhe inLelle(;l il:;i:ill, Lu (;UiflfJI'ehi:inu Lhe d(;L il:;ell of inlelledion ..... The fir·:;L 
:;Lef.! in Lhe Jir·ecl ion ul ueduly i::; Lu unuer::;Ldnu Lhe tl'dme dnu :;~.:upe uf Lhe imdgindl ion, Lo 
(;Umpr·eheflu Lhe del i L::;e H ul de:;lirel ic df.!IJI'I:lhen::; iun. b lf1dl c; li:!dr? [PA: 39i J 

The passage demonstrates a command of the philosophical enterprise 

and, at the same time, the difficulty of containing the pleasurable 

in a meaningful definition. Ultimately, the beautiful flourishes 

in immediacy, not through tracking back and forth across the brain 

connecting first steps to comprehension of the act itself, 

especially when .._,_ - ..L 

I..Uct '- act is the urunanageable beast of the 

imagination. Nothing more than the vitality and diversity of 

Ulysses is needed to testify that beauty works in odd and 

unexpected ways and is not liable or accountable to any theory, 

except, and this is important, if you are James Joyce, and the 
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pursuit of the impossible pleases you immensely. 

To return now to the significance of beauty to divine imagery 

in the novels, the pinnacle of which is Dostoevsky's quality of 

holiness, love. In contemplating his beloved Elder, Zosima, 

possibly the most godlike of all Dostoevskian characters, Alyosha 

recognises that, 

'h~ i::; huly, in hi::; h~df'l th~f'tl i::; lh~ ::itlt:f't!C ur f'tlll~Wdl fur· dll, lh<! fJUWtW Lhdt wi11 rindl1y 
~;;::;ldul i::;h li1~;; lr·ulh on l;;dl'lh, drH.l dll will u~;; huly dflll will luvtl on!:! dnulht:w, dfiU lfl~;;r·~;; will 
01;; n~ilht!r' r·ich nor· pour·, fl~ilht!r' 1;;1\dll~:;u nur· humil idleu, uul dll will u~ l ikt! lhe chilur·en 
uf GuJ, dllJ lh~ lr·ue kinyUum uf Chl'i!:)l will t:om~. 11 Thdl Wd~ Lhld dr·edlfl in Alyushd's hedr'l, 

{6K:3i]. 

Love indeed is the final word and openipg to other realities for 

Dostoevsky, as curiously it is too in Ulysses. They both advocate 

active love, but where in Dostoevsky the gladness of love centres 

on the divinity in leaf, bird or even sinner, and must therefore be 

inordinate and unfaltering, in Joyce-via-i•lolly its vitality and 

uplifting value lies in juxtaposition of sexuality and the 

mystery of creation. 

What Dostoevsky means by love, given selflessly to fellow 

humans, is compassion, which is .!.J... __ ,.e 
.1\.ot=.Ll., a significant element in 

Dostoevsky's understanding of beauty, expressed often in ..t... 1. -
I..Ut: 

actions or thought of minor characters like Mrs Yepanchin, Vanya, 

Aglaya, Lise and her frantic mother, Stravrogin's mother, Shatov, 

Versilov and the ineffectual old Stephan Verkhovensky who bumbles 

and mutters through hot air, but is not mistaken when he cries out 

that, 
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'lllonkiml Call gt:!l olong wilhuul lht:! Englbhmon, wilhout Germony, loo, ono 111o~l cer·Loinly without lht:! 
Ru~~idll~ --- iL Cdfl g!:!l olong wilhoul !>CitlllCI:!, wilhoul Ol'l:!dO, oul wilhoul beouly it Connol Cdrry on, 
rur· Lhen Lher·e will bt:! nothing mor·e lo do in Lhi!> wor·ld'[TD:4B3]. 

With this, all his former verbal flatulence is forgiven and Stephan 

is cherished for a vision that strangely captures an unrealisable 

truth. Similarly, Mrs Yepanchin's personality provokes our 

pleasure, even though her unstable concent1·ation and ·excitable 

judgements should at times be reprimanded. Like Stephan, she 

carries her faults magnaminously, as only one with such a generous 

spirit, childlike - -- _., 
c:UlU fanciful could. The suffering of such 

characters is comical, and counteracts the tragedy of the genuinely 

broken souls. Hary Lebyatkin's madness, S_hatov's delirium, burning 

up with shame for his incompetence and deep love, while his wife 

groans in labour, Ippoli t confronting the fear of his imminent 

death with confession and plans of suicide, Ilyusha attacking 

Alyosha's finger in a ferocious bid to redeem his father's shame; 

they all contribute to the amalgam of beauty in the soul. One 

buries his head in exhausted frenzy, another speaks out, or heels 

the notes of charity in the dust, and so humanity, vulnerable and 

Dostoevsky, like his two Christlike characters, invariably .J!!":..! -- _., -
l..I.UU:::> 

something in the deficient human personality to admire, yet there 

are a few prominent exceptions, one being the utter soulless Peter 

Verklwvensky. 

Peter is the black and vacuous joker on ., .! ~-
.l..l.l.t::, d.f1 extreme 

rationalist - -- _., 
dllU individualist, who plays with ..L..1. -

Lllt:: fears and 

torments of others to fabricate a political sect out of nothing, 
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presumably because power, in a pseudo imitation of God, is the only 

sustenance for his being. Hanipulative cunning of this kind 

embodies the satanic of Dostoevsky's ''our tiraes", personifying 

inhumanity in an existence beyond doubt. In the scene where Peter 

Verkhovensky discloses his plan to elevate Stravrogin to the role 

of Ivan the Crown-prince and centrepiece of his ambitious political 

artifice, Peter literally becomes the devil. He claims to find 

Stavrogin beautiful and continues: 

'I :;uwu:;~;: you mu:;l ue :;urrerury, diiU :;ullering yeiiUHlt:ly, lou, uecdu:;~;: ul your ~imp1e

milldeune:;:;. I love UedULy. I dill d nihil i:;l, uul I love Ut:!dUly ....•• You don't in:;u1L dllyone, 
diiU everyone hdle~;; yuu; yuu look on evt:wyune di:i yuut·-e4Ud I, diiU ever·yune i:; dr rd id of yuu.' 
n~ ~uud~nly ki~~t:'u his hdm.L A ~hive!' r·on Uowo 3ldvf'oyin'!;i ~pin~ dfld he ~rtdlch~u hi~ hdnd dWdY 

in J i~;;n,dy[TD:42G]. 

Stavrogin's reaction reveals how odious the suggestion is, tempting 

the daeruonic dimension in himself with his own negative and amoral 

powe:cs. Impressions of the te111ptation of Christ pervaue the scene 

at the same tiwe, because Stavrogin's ambivalency is the 

consequence of Dostoevsky's measure of sensation against 

r·evt:lation. With a disturbing irony, Stravogin's quest for 

st:nsation begins spiritually: 

rir [3lepltdiiJ Ver·khuven~;;ky ~;;ucceeueu in luucnrny :;ume ul the deepe:;L chord:; in hi:; I illle 
r,·ienu':; hedr'L dllU in evukiny in !rim Lil!:: fir·:;l dlllJ :;Li11 VdYUC' :;en:;dlion ul Lhdl eL!!f'lldl diiU 
::idCI'eu 1onyiny whiclr 11/diiJ' o chu:;en ~;;pir·il, hdviny unct' Ld:;LeJ diiU e11per·ienc~;:d iL, will never· 
d[LI::'I'Wdi'Ui:i !::IIChdnge fur :;uml::' chedp lee1iny ul i:idLi:;[dcliun[TiJ:54]. 

An irreplaceablE: "sacred longing" evolves into tht: fatal flaw that 

leads Stavogin to his atrocities. In his appended conft:ssion to 

the Elder Tikhon at the novel's end, Dostoevsky indicates that 
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despite the vulgarity and ugliness of his sins --- the worst being 

the rape of a young girl who then dies of the shame --- the seeds 

of repentance are germinating in Stavrogin's heart, which is all 

God's bounteous love asks of the sinner. His subsequent suicide 

defies any resolution to his heart's torment, leaving him in the 

novel under a cloud of ominous ambiguity. Orthodoxy's peculiar and 

frightening empathy for sinners, retains the possibility of beauty 

in Stavrogin's character, an aspect which is totally effaced in 

Peter's amorality. 

Dostoevsky's attention focuses generally on the inner 

strengths and failures of the human being, but with certain women 

he turns to the mask of beauty, which obscures troubled or sinful 

inner realities. When the Prince sets his eyes for the first time 

on Nastasya Filippovna' s portrait, ,_ -
111: intuits SOilteth.ing of 

torture of her soul: 

He \lid~ t'Vt'll IIIUI't; :ilt·u~k by Lhc to.X.LI'd(!I'Uilldi'Y btoduly or htor rd(;l: dllU by :iOI/ItoLhing el<ie in il. 
Thtot'to Wd» :;ut·~ ul dll iu11nton~;; J.ll'ide dllU :;t;ut'tl, o1utosl hdlreJ, in lhal ldt;e, diH.l, dl Lhe :idlllto 
Liutto, e~ho ~um>;<Lhiny lrusling, sol!leLhing wonuedully youu-ne~lureJ; lhi:; "i.rikiny conlre~:;l 
:;;;;;m;;d d1mu:;L Lo dl'uu:;e d leeiiny ol t;OIIIf.!d~:;ion d'- he 1ouk~:d dL il. TltdL ue~u1iny oeduLy \lid!; 
4U i Le UIIUcdl'dU le --- lhe Ut'duly of LhoL pole r ot;e, Lhu:;l: hu 1luw dteeb dllU bur·n iny eye:; ---
d :;Lr·dnye ueduLyl [II: iui-B]. 

The piercing insight, exhibited by the saintly characters, enables 

Dostoevsky to probe .L,. -
l.Ut: ''moral ambiguity of beauty, [and] the 

internal discontinuity of beauty and the good"[Zenkovsky:l42], 

besides elltul'Oiling the protagonists in disastrous events beyond 

their control. Under the dictates of his compassion, the Prince 

offel'S Nastasya peace froiit ,_,_-
1..111: C:s.gony of her - ,_ - . . 

:::i11dll1t: thl'OUgh the 
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pretext of marriage. Unfortunately though he possesses the vision 

and selfless qualities of sacrifice and absolute forgiveness, he is 

unable to persuade the sufferers around him that his actions are 

really what he claims them to be. In human understanding, genuine 

honesty is unbelievable, and thus, idiotic, while external beauty 

is invariably a veneer, attractin~ lust and harbouring pride and 

revenge. The Prince dies with the beauty, lust and pride that his 

goodness failed to reconcile. 

Unlike Dostoevsky, Joyce portrays the psyche through external 

means. He gathel'S a mass of imagery, symbolism and. sound and 

shuffles them into meaningful --- or obscure ---- configurations, 

which then reappear as metaphorical and/or idiomatic language on a 

printed page. For a man who experiments in what became know as a 

"stream of consciousness" evocation of reality, thi~ may seen1 an 
~. 

odd supposition, but things, objects, colours, sounds, odours and 

so forth are his tools for ideas, feelings aAd the shape of the 

beautiful, at least once he has discard~d Stephen's abstract 

theoretical language of The Portrait of the Artist. Consider this 

description of the Virgin Mary in Stephen's prayer, with that of 

Nastasya's above and the contrast is quite striking, for Dostoevsky 

employs emotional strokes, where Joyce depends on the shape of the 

visible wo.rld: 

AnJ now Lhy VI:!I'Y rdl:l:! dllU for·m, Ul:!df'IIIOlfrt:r·, ~J.ll:!dK lou~ ur tlrt: Elt:r'nd1; nul'1ikt: t:drth1y 
Ul:!duly, Udfi\JI:lf'UUS lu 1uuk UIJOil, uul 1 ikt: lht: JIIUI'Il illy Sldl' whidt is Liry I:!IIIUft:llf, br•ight dllU 
mu~icd1, br·t:dlhilly JJur·ity, lt:11iny of lrt:dVt:n dllU inrusiny p!:!dCt: ... in tht:J udr·k niyht, dl:r·u~s 
Urt: u1i:idK wiltl~:r·n~:~~ guiul:! u~ o11 lu our Lur·J J~:~us, yuiul:! us homt:[PA:327] 
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Pe:t:haps the distinguishing characteristics rt::turn to the 

epistemological fundamentals of their creeds, the heart versus the 

mind, the internal versus the external, or the dichotomy of the 

treacherous human beauty beside the unending beauty - .e 
UJ. humans 

creating with the refined mind and natural sexuality? Though th.t:: 

Do~toevskian passage is the Prince's unspoken reaction to beauty, 

the narrative style, as distinct from the type of language, 

imitates dialogue, for which Dostoevsky is justifiably renowned, 

whe:r.'eas poetl'Y, in the tl'adi tional sense, dominates Stephen's 

prayer, even to its use of traditional imagery, "mornin!::i stal;", 

"breathing purl ty", ""bleak wilde~'ness~· and so on. In Ulysses, 

Joyce transcends the traditional, yet the .blueprint remains in 

Bloom's bizarre, yet fresh with the-things-and-acts-of-life, 

consciousness as he surveys the graveyard: 

nhOI'~S Ill IUI'KI::ill \jl'dVt:ydi'O::i. L~dl'll diiJ'~IIIII\J il LdKt:ll yuuny. Yuu 1111\Jill pit:K up d yuuny 'IIIUU\11 
hi:!l't:. Mt:u 1ik~ lhdl. Luv~ diiiUII\J lh~ lumblunt:::;. Rumt:u. Spit:~ ul pl~cisul't:. In tht: miu::;l 
ul ut:dln wt: dl'~ iu 1 il~. oulh i:!uu::; ut~~l. Tdrtld1 i::;iuy lu1· l11e puur· ot:du. 3mi:!11 ul yl·i11!:!o 
b!:!el::;ledb lu Lhi:!.:>ldi'Viny. Gndwiny Lft~i1· vildh. De:>il'~ lu y1·iy (.lt:U(.Ite. Mully Wdnliny lo 

I •· • • I • I ~· I, I ... I I I f'tl ,... '\I\, UU I~ d~ ~~~~ 'IIIIIUUW. Cl\jfll t:IIIIUf'l:!ll Ill:! lid:> dllj'Wdjl. LU:O.O~j 

Even the move from "morning star" to "g:r.·illeU. beefsteaks", from the 

sacred image to profane perspectives on tombstones, cannot dt::stroy 

the poetic pulse that drives the ideas and the character of Bloom 

himself. Pleasurable language and. a compassionate and humble man 

weave macabre and human delight within an intangible sense of a 

rolling infinity of life meeting death meeting life. Neither Joyce 

nor his language are ultimately definable, yet even when words are 

shifted to obey other laws, styles and. mechanics, they trail their 
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lingering po~tic glow. "On his wise shoulders through the 

checkel'Work of leaves the sun flung spangles, dancing 

coins"[U:2.30], comes alive again in Bloom's answer to the question 

of why he deferred iritproving Stephen's ideas on hygiene, It'"'· -.LUI:: 

incompatibility of aquacity with the erratic originality of 

genius" [ U: 17. 5!:i0] , because Joyce impassioned with WOl'ds Wl'ote both. 

The beauty Joyce creates with words entails many aspects but first 

and foremost it emanates from his love for them. 

Beauty is not synonymous with the object of faith or sacred 

perspectives, but the lovelin~ss, the dazzling, the holy, love and 

even the beefsteak, in the .Joycea~1 -context, are suffused with 

values humans place on a life they desire to be everlasting and 

true. Much could be said about cultural differences, divergent 

Christian preference for the awesome and punishing-Jehovah~. and 

most especially on the issue which Joyce wrests from his masduline 

pride to affirm, the exigency of sexual duality in divine imagery, 

to answel' · Father ?aissy's enigmatic pl'oposal about the 

inevitability of the ''old Christ" as the sacred image, yet the 

question is valid. Even Dostoevsky's failure to make Myshkin and 

Alyosha succeed, does not invalidate the extra-ordinariness of .._ ,_ -
I.Ut: 

living symbol of meekness and inordinate love. Rathel', absolute 

sanctity may not as yet be comprehensible to the lind ted and 

contrary nature of the ~uman soul. 
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ITS WrlATNESS LEAPS TO JOY . 

... culminatiug in d yn;!dl cd1m, fu11 uf !:it:Wt;!lll;;! dllti ilcU"monious joy diiO hopt:!, dllU fu11 uf 
UflQt:!l'!:ildfiQ ing dfiQ Lht~ knuw1t:!dgt:! uf lltt:! r ifld 1 CdU!:it![Ti: 256]. 

Ht~r Bye::; hd ca11l:!d lrim dllu his ::;uu1 hdd 1t~dpt:!d dl lhe ca11. 10 11ve, lo t:!f"r, lo fa11, lo 
triumph, lo !"t:!Cf't:!dlt:! 1 ife oul of 1 if e. A 111i1d anye1 had apped!'d lo him ••• '[PA:357-S} 

Dostoevsky's ecstatic moments of vision prior to the total 

unconsciousness of epileptic fits and Joyce/Stephen'_s conception of 

epiphanies, as theoretical touchstones for revelation through art 

are idiosyncratic aspects in each artist's thought and experience, 

that I suggest are peculiarly related, even though one. is the 

result of a biological defect and the othel', a co}1scious product of 

the mind. In each case an intensity of experience occurs on the 

threshold of some sort of change: in Dostoevsky, the mind moves 

from a state of health to a state of disease, while in Joyce the 

imagination passes from a peripheral interest to an integrated 

apprehension of the "WHATNESS" or aesthetic essence of a thing. 

Most importantly, both experiences are extraordinary moments of 

piercing insight, inexplicably more profound and luminous than 

normal ocular vision. These mutual characteristics in turn form 

the basis of the anthropologic state known as liminal! ty, or 

threshold experiences in the processes involved in "rites of 

passage'' [Van Gennap: 1960}. Victor Turner's study of neophyte 

engagem_ent in the respective l'i tuals led him to formulate a theory 

in which. the "anti-structure'', or behaviour ignoring or opposing 
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the norms of social st1·uctu1'e, involves powers considered "in rites 

all over the world, to be more than human powers, though they are 

invoked and channelled by the representatives of the community'' 

[Turner: 1977:106]. Within the "anti-structure", Turner 

extrapolates and defines an element, which he calls "c:ommunita.s", 

being that sense of "humankind:ness" ,. attained in iminediacy and 

spontaneity during transgressions or dissolutions of the "no1•m::; 

that govern structured and institutionalized.relationships and is 

accompanied by experiences of unprecedented potency" [Ibid: 128]. 

Turner likens this process of social recharging to ''ppophets and 

artists who strive with a pas~ionate sincerity to rid 

themselves of the cliches ..... and enter into vital relations with 

other men in fact Ol' imagination" [Ibid: 128] . In drawing parallels 

between liminal i ty I communi ta.s, epileptic visions and .epiphanies, I 

suggest that in different ways Dostoevsky and Joyce used or crafted 

their illuminations for themselves, their art and their'f~ith on a 

fundamental human need for l'itualistic recha1•ging andior purifying 

experiences. 

i•iyshkin' s visions involve a two way validation, for they 

provide a kind of tangible mystel'Y on which the "holiness" of his 

personality is hinged and, at the same time, authorise the sanctity 

in Myshkin's and Dostoevsky's physical flaws, although not without 

the dialectic of disease and debilitation. Marc Slonim notes that 

traditionally epilepsy is "the sac1•ed illness of prophets and 

mystics" [ Slonim: 1964: 286], an allusion of which is part of the 

Prince's explanation (and Kirilov's too), of the time aberration::> 
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found in those flashes of reality: 

'this is lht! ve1·y second in which lhe1·e wd:> nul enough lime fur· tht! wdltw f1•on1 Lhe pitc:ht!l' of 
lhe t!IJ i1e!Jl i~.; Mdhumt!l lu ::i!J ill, while he fldU !Jlenly of l imt! in lhdl very ::iel:UIIU lu uehu 1d d 11 
lhe dwelling:; or Alldh'[TI:259]. 

Neurology concedes nothing decisive about epilepsy, except than its 

sufferers maintain the "nervous system in a highly impressionable 

and malleable state of !.'eceptivi ty" [F!.•ank: 1983: 194]. The latter 

suggests a tendency for epileptics to interpret feelings - ~ 
U.L 

abnormal elation through values and imagery of those subjects most, 

pleasurable and significant in their lives, which for Doitoevsky is 

the Christocentric lens he trains on immortality.. With no· option 

but to endure e~ilepsy, Dostoevsky, whether self-consciously or 

intuitively, tipped the scales of an ambiguous affliction toward 

faith and gave i•1yshkin the moral argument to :::;upport his choic-e: 

'nhdl if il i::; d ubt!d::it!?' ht! Ut!l:ideJ dl 1dsl. 'nhdl UUt!!:i it mdllt!l' Lhdl it is dn dLu1Uf'llld1 
Lt!nsiun, if the r·esu1l, ;r Lilt! II!OIIIent or sen::;dtiun, l't!lllt!IIIOt!l't!U and dndlyst!U in d ::ildle or 
I··~ L LL 1 . 1 ~··I l·t·l·l·l · 'L' rt· I lied I ~II, Ul'll!:i UU U IJt! ndi'UIOIIy d!IU IJt!dU~Y IJI'UU\jlll. 0 l.lle II' 111\jlle::il. IJO Ill 01 pt!!' ec 1011 1 ana 
givt!::i d ft!t!li11g, undivi11eu dllU unul'edml uf li11 the11, of ~o;um!Jlt!lt:nes::;, IJI'O!Jurliun, 
r~:~o;un~.;ilidliun, diiU dll t:c:sldli~.; dml pr·dyt!du1 fu:;iun in tlrt! hiyht!:;L :;ynlhesis uf lift: ... Lhdt 
.. he c:uu1d nul Juuul, 11u1· evt!n dumil tht! !Jus:;iui1 ily of douol'[TI:253-9}. 

Signalling an imminent attack of epilepsy, Kirilov's "moments of 

eternal harmony", excitedly discussed with a distracted Shatov, add 

pathos to his mangod decision, for he keenly desires to say with 

God, "Yes, it is true--- it is good"(TD:586]. In eliding lucid 

moments of hope and birth, Shatov's "g1•eat and incomprehensible 

mystery", with death in an awful unravelling of events planhed with 

chill p1•ecision. by the archdevil Petel', Dostoevsky throws The 
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Devils rrtetaphorically into the stupor, spiritual darkness and 

insanity of the disease itself. Again Dostoevsky's polemic asserts 

the problematic duplicity of ideas, tipping the scales away from 

sanctity until moored in irreversible evil, when Smerdyakov uses 

the disease as an alibi for murder. 

Through Stephen, Joyce claims the discovery of "epiphany" as 

an aesthetic theory derivative from Aquinas' philosophical 

arguments on beauty in a religious context, mixed with Platonic 

notions of the quintessential radiance of truth and Shelley's 

metaphor on the poetic inspiration of the glowing, then fading 

coals. Stephen Hero, the blueprint for The Portrait of the Artist, 

gives a full account of what Stephen nfeans by epiphany: 

CLARITAS is QUIDDITAS. Afll:lr lhe dlldlysi::; which di::;covei'S lhe second qudl ily lhe mind llldKI:l::> 
o I ., ., • ., ., •I , , I • I t • t • I ,..,.., •, .,., • • , I I • I 
Lilt' UlliY 10\JICdiiY pUS::iiUII:l SYilllll:l::il::i dllQ Ul::iCUVI:lf'S d llllf'U qudiiLy. llll::i IS Lne IIIUII!enl Wn!Cil 
l cd11 l:lpiphdny. Fit·:;L we t•ecugnise lhdl lhe moml:lnl is one inll:l\JI'dJ Lhing, lhe>n we t•ecoynise 
lildl il is dll UI'\Jdfliled composill:l stt·uctur·e>, a THING in (ad: findlly, when. the t'l:lJdliun of 
the fJdt'ls is e>l\qui:;itl:l, when lhe fJdt'ls dl'l;! dojusled to the Spi;!Cid1 puinl, \ill;! r·ecoynise lhdt 
it i:; THAT lhiny which il is. ll::; soul, il::; whdlness, 1edfJS to us f1·om lhe Vt:lslmenL of ils 
dfJfJt'dl'dllCt'. The sou 1 of the COIIIIIIUilesl oojecl' lhe sli'Uclure of which is so ddjusled I SetlliiS 
lo us l'aUidnl. Tht:! ubjecl achieves ils epiphdny'[quoteJ in Beebe:i973:i66]. 

For all its intellectual precision, even for its possible practical 

application to the writing of Dubliners, the epiphany can be seen 

as Joyce's formal response to his release from the grip of sin and 

ret1•ibution and his growing awareness of a licence to create 

something new out of the masters, he has absorbed and continues to 

love. Speculating on fiction, which in many ways conceals and 

reveals Joyce's actual thought, can be rilisleading, yet in my 

reading of The Portrait - J:! 
UJ. the Artist, epiphanies depend on the 
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conjunction of incidents with psychological states of anxiety to 

provoke revelations. In some moments then, the sensitized mind, as 

with epileptics, is peculiarly receptive to illuminative 

experiences. 

Pious exhaustion leaves Stephen in vacuous moods, until 

walking out in the light of day, his dissembling scriptural love 

stimulates an intense contemplation on words, his words, and their 

relation to his weak eyesight, to colour, rhythm, myth and all in 

the sensory and symbolic world, including his name, Dedalus, the 

great artificer. In moments beyond logic, he realises that he 

''would create proudly out of the freedom and power of his soul ... 

a living thing, new and soaring and beautiful, impalpable, 

imperishable~[PA:356]. His mental flight continues above his 

school friends fooling down at the beach, it breaks free from the 

guilt and shame of his body, and flies to the sea and the sight of 

a girl in the natural world, ''near to the wild heart of 

life"(PA:357]. The girl catalyses Mary's spiritual majesty with 

the forbidden orgasmic pleasures of earthly procreation, merely by 

being there, in the sea, in the moment. 

ii~r· imdye hc~d pc~ssed into his soul lor· ~ver dna no wor·u hdd l.wukt1n tht:! holy s·ilence·of his 
t!csldsy. Her eyes hc~d cc~11eu him c~nu his soul had leaped dl the cc~11. To live, lo erT, to 
I c1 11, lo lr· iumph, lo r·ecr·~c1l~ 1 if e oul of 1 if e. A w i1u c10ye 1 hc~d appec~r•ed to him •. .' [357-S] 

This acute joy, I see as Stephen's vital epiphany, deeply embedded 

with religious significance and an infinitude of unfolding flowers 

and waves of radiance and harmony. In Stephen's fictional life it 

marks the change to Ulysses, where his ego disseminates and gives 
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way to Joyce's fa! th in the community and the multiplicity of 

experience. 

St1•ucturally, Ulysses features as the apotheosis of the 

Joycean nar1·at!ve through epiphany. His authOl'ial oddessey begins 

in restraint, shaping the stories in Dubliners on a single idea 

which he tests, separates into causal parts, and then reforms in a 

synthesis which unmasks the naked essence of the idea in a moment 

of realisation. For example, Mr Duffy's personality in "A Painful 

Case" encapsulates a type of loneliness that fails to recognise, 

until it is too late, that mannered isolation is a form of sexual 

depravity. Trapped in his egotism, Duffy ruins his one chance of 

fl•iendship and warmth by turning away from f.h•s Sinico' s timid 

advances. Only after she throws herself under a train, and he 

cringes at the sight of park lovers while still in his state of 

repressed shock, can he grasp something of the truth: 

Th~e venal dllU fur·live loves filled him wilh despair. He gnawed Lhe r·eclitude of his 1ife; 
he f~:~_ll lhdl he had been an oult:dsl fr·om 1 ife's feasl. On~:~ humdn being hdd seemed to 1ove him 
and ln~ had derried l11~r 1ife dnd hdppiness: he had senlent:!:!d h~:~r lo iyuominy, d d!:!dlh of 
srldme(D: i iO]. 

His bleak future promises only penance in a loneliness he can never 

escape. Similarly, Gabriel Conroy experiences a unique insight 

into the proximity of life and death, this time by Joyce's 

juxtapositions of melody as celebrations, parties and thoughts of 

infidelity onto melody evoking the memory of the death of Gretta's 

first love Micheal Fury, and folding back connections, so places 

Gabriel's desire to make love, on Gretta's grief for a dead love; 
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As the parts coalesce in his consciousness, Gabriel moves beyond 

the grief and shame to death living in life: 

His sou 1 hdu dJ.lPI'Odcin~d lh~ r·~g ion wh~r·e dwe 11 the Vdst hosl::; of lh~ dedd. He was conscious 
of, bul could not dpprehend, their waywdJ'U dnd f1 ickel'ing ~1\istence. His own idenlily wd::; 
r dU ing oul inlo d gr·ey impd lpdb 1~ wor·ld: the so 1 id wor•1d its~ 1f, which lhese ueild had one lime 
J'edr·ed dnd lived in, WdS dissolving dOd dwindling ... His soul swooned slowly dS he hedr'u thti 
snuw fd11ing fainlly through the univer·se dlld ldinlly fd11ing, 1ike tiw descenl of the lasl 
end, upon d11 the 1 iving and lhe dedd[0:202]. 

This structural unity proved useful to Joyce in the Dubliners, 

though it is by no means the only form of linkage or power source 

in a collection of stories which glimpse the gathering paralysis of 

life in that city. For our purposes however, Joyce's next 

narrative move crafts a series of epiphanies into a continuous 

work, which examines the development of the artist who created 

those short stories, and, if viewed retrospectively, acts as the 

necessary threshold to the logical expansion and literary 

l'evolution which is Ulysses. Constructed on maps of inlaid, 

intersecting, overlapping, colliding epiphanies and symbols, 

Joyce's massive achievement, Ulysses, makes the epiphany, as a 

structural device, superfluous. 

Analogous to the life-death continuum, Joyce's epiphanies can 

be defined from two interactive yet distinct perspectives, that of 

revelation and of narrative structure. Parallels with liminality 

and co.uuuw1i tas, and with Dostoevskian epilepsy are relevant only to 

the revelatory sense, when Joyce's mind and imagination transcend 

nol.'mal perceptions and germinate the seeds of change, from epiphany 

as theory and practice, to epiphany as the threshold to an 
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alternative and audacious understanding. Possibly Joyce did not 

fully recognise the change himself, until the. chubby and meek 

mannered Bloom walked ca1•efully alive out of the page. Bloom 

appears an odd sort of hero to be the fruit of revelation, but he 

is the fictional result of Joyce's recharged and purified faith, 

exposing the dependency of Joyce 1 s heretical position on the 

paradoxically endu1•ing. image of meekness and love. 

DAMNED GOOD AND EVIL. 

Th~,·~ is nothiug DIOJ'e s~ducliv~ fur man li1cm the fr~~Jum of his consci~nce, bul lhere il>' 
nolh ing more tormenting eilhe1·. [6K:254] 

Faith, as stressed in the introduction, is a perceptual frame 

l'equil•ing constant reaffirmation that often costs the faithful much 

torment, courage and despair. With all their differences in creed, 

histol•ical position, cultUl'e and personality, Dostoevsky and Joyce 

both grieve for a hwnanity destined to suffer and inflict, burdens 

of injustice, Cl'Uel ty, pove1•ty, greed, ugliness and selfish 

depravity. Both men lived in times of socio-political turmoil; 

Dostoevsky in Russia's retarded movement from feudalism to 

industrialism, and subsequent signs of rebellion and l'ational 
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socialist utopias, and Joyce, in Ireland's post-Parnell lethargy, 

when the Church and the British threatened to efface Irish 

nationalism and cultural-identity. Hell more than heaven wielded 

power over their people's lives: scepticism rather than faith was 

in the air. Their reaction to the suffering neither could avoid, 

differed principally in their relationship to authorit~tive reason, 

which p1•oved to ,_ -
Ut::: Joyce's inimitable strength and Dostoevsky's 

near submission to.doubt. Dostoevsky's struggle to sustain his 

orthodox faith enters his fiction after the experience of the mock 

execution, growing in intensity and significance till it pours its 

full emotional force and rational ~rgument into The Brothers 

Ka1•amazov. Nothing is finally- resolved in the circular battle 

between heart and head, except if you trust absurdity and go with 

Dostoevsky's rapture to, 

Kiss lffil edr·th cmd love 
rdplure dnd e~stdsy. 
tedr·s[6K:6.322]. 

il, tireles!:>ly, insdtidbly, lov~ d11 men, love .:~11 things, ~~ek thi~ 
ndltw lhe edr·lh wilh lhe _ ted!'S of your· joy, dOU love those 

On the other hand, Joyce's spiritual struggle changed from the 

self-centred, torrid oscillations between sin and retribution of 

his boyhood years, through a period of clear-cut renunciation, when 

Stephen/Joyce channel all questing strength to art, and onto the 

Ulysses years with Stephen, desperate to establish himself into a 

masculine sacred and profane trinity, and Joyce preparing him for 

other· triads, most significantly the one that joins him to the 

Blooms. In Ulysses, Stephen must somehow appease his mother's 

ghost, while Joyce settles into the complexity he creates to 
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intel'minably· question God's existence, sexuality and Cl'eation. He 

finds the Blooms, the divinity in their human-ness and Joyce, if 

not Stephen's artistic m~turity. 

One of the main issues for debate in Dostoevskian studies is 

a characteristic fragmentation of his psychological self, and/or of 

his protagonists' selves. This fragmentation occurs because of 

Dostoevsky's apparent tendency to shape charactel'S on ideas. Rene· 

Welleck, for example, describes the phenomenon as a process wh.e1.•eby 

"ideas incandesce, concepts become images, personalities, symbols 

or even myths" [Welleck: 1962:6], or in Lampert's estimation, "ideas 

are expel' iences of his charactel'S and/or mental 

forces"[Lampert:1973:253]. Fu1•ther commentaries. suggest that in 

The Brothers Karamazov for example, Dostoevsky splits his 
.-· 

psychological make-up five ways, making Fyodor Pavlovich an 

excessive sensualist, Ivan the intelligent rationalist, Dmitri the 

man of passions, Alyosha the spiritualist -and Smerdyakov, the 

brutal product of ignorant materialism. These Karamazovs do 

manifest such distinguishing traits, and discuss particulars about. 

themselves within the novel, but as people living out ideas, or 

ideas determining character, they are infinitely and significantly 

mo1.•e complex. In a letter to his brother, Dostoevsky comraen.ts on 

the duality intrinsic to his style. "It is the conunonest of human 

traits: my duality was th1.•oughout my life my great to1.•ment and my 

great delight"[as quoted in Slonim:1964:281]. Slonim picks up on 

the implication of Dostoevsky's first confession and continues: 
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Th~· lrdg~dy of d11 his h~r'utlS 1 itls in Lids uudl ity. It is nul only d gr'tldl pdrl of humdn 
lldlor'll, but pel'lrc~ps il is llrtl ndLUI'tl of things dS wtll1. The humc1n soul is d bdlllegruund fur 
the combdt between God dllU Devil; lire Anliclwisl r·ist!s dg<linsl Christ; t~vt~rywhere lht! inler·p1dy. 
of opposite elt!m~nls nrc~intdins the univt!I'St! in dyndruic insldbi1ily"[S1onim:1964:281]. 

Faced with this duality, analysts also extricate the l'elated 

practice of doubling to explain Dostoevsky's ambiguous ideas and 

characterization: 

ellldlldlions of the self, of nypel'lropnieu uivio~d consciousness pois~d uelw~en lWU eljUd11y Valid 
mural, spil'ilud1, or inlt!llt!cludl oppusiltls: lVdll ndl'dllld:lOV dnU lhe Ut!Vi1, lVdll KdralflalOV and 
Smer·dydKOV, I Vdll ndl'dnldLOV and A leshd, l Vdll KdramdlOV btltWt!en Chr isl diiO Ant i-Chr isl, dllO ::;o 
on'[Lc~mpt!I'L:i973:249]. 

Dualities ~nul tiply across Dostoevsky 1 s hete1•ogeneous communi ties 

and join forces with the sense of authorial freedom exhibited by 

the characters, to form the basis of Mikhail ijpkhtin's theory on· 

the dialogism of modern fiction. Dostoevsky is Bakhtin's 

paradigmatic example of a dialogic novel, since he Psuccessfully 

pe1•mi ts his characters to have the status of an "I" standing over 

against the claims of his own authorial other"[Holquist:1990:34]. 

Bakhtin claims that the polyphonic nature of texts, when many 

voices exert opposing forces, involves a process whereby characte1•s 

define themselves on what othe1•s say in the dialogic relationship, 

or, ''[they] perceive the world through the time/space of the self 

AND through the time/space of the oth.er"[Holquist:1990:35]. 

Against the stabilizing pull of convention and the releasing 

dynamics of innovation and revolt, the unstable "self", l'ather than 

fixed character, seeks its tenuous balance. Although Bakhtin's 

theory offers insight into those moments when Dostoevsky pushes an 
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idea to its extremity, allowing for example, Stavrogin to go over 

the edge of the pleasure principle, Dostoevsky nonetheless cont:t•ols 

the narrative threads, holding characters back from their 

anarchistic inclinations. Regardless of how deeply doubt, or 

disbelief, infects some souls, the absurd and the serene remain and 

transcend in deed or memory the psychic devastation. If only by 

the slightest th:t•ead, the '' Authol'i ty" of Christ and love do curtail 

unending possibilities, as Detweiler suggests all religious 

perspectives must[Detweiler:1989:xii]. 

Considering Dostoevsky's preoccupation with the diverse 

problems arising f:t•om human .and divine relations, I suggest that an 

alternative analysis of the charactel'ization/ideas complex could be 

based on the triangular grid of crime, victimisation {or injustice) 

and faith, previously d1•awn f1•om Dostoevsky's personal background. 

The triangle represents the major themes pursued in each novel, and 

constitutes the focal linchpins of each character's fundamental 

idea. For instance, Alyosha's character e~olves from the idea of 

a perfect faith which has to react in some way to the murder of his 

father. Within the triangle lie the most prominent oppositional 

issues, that engage the idea of the character in inter,ction, by 

means of behaviour or dialogue, with. other ideational characters; 

love and suffering, good and evil, and the heart and the head. 

Th:l:l,s, Alyosha meets Katerina Ivanovna, whose abiding idea is 

victimisation to Dmitri's brash bravado, for a crime her father had 

conuni tted, though, and this is where the dualities play their 

devilish part, by the time of theil• conversation, the victim 
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professes .love for her victimizer, who is consequently the victim 

of a love twisted by false faith and goodness, and so on. Each 

element, of the initial t1·iangle Ol' the contained issues are 

vulnerable to duality, the negative side of which invariably 

exposes some aspect of doubt, or of a faithless life. Hhile it is 

unnecessary to retrace Dostoevsky's creative pract~ces for each 

character in this way, I believe that the novels, 'through such a 

process, find evel'Y whichway to test faith by the head and the 

heart. In his reply to the critics after the publication of The 

Brothers Karari1azov, Dostoevsky cried, just like an Ippoli t: " ... 

these thickhead~ did not dream of such a powerful negation· of God 

I do not believe like a fool (fanatic) such powe1•ful 

negation as I have lived th.rough"[quoted Lampert:1973;234]. riaybe, 

schemes of structu1•e, ideas moving around in fictional flesh and 

neat puzzles of duality fail to capture the essential man of faith 

with his feet skidding on the "whirlpool'', as he himself explains 

in an extract from Diary of a Writer: 

the ur·ge f 01' negal ion in a lUclO ••• neg at ion of everything, of tht! most SdCred thing in his 
hedrl, of his h ighesl idlla 1, of d 11 thdl his peop lt! hold must sacr·ed --- which he hds d lwdys 
I'!:!Yill'e0 1 out which hdS suddenly Ut!COIIII:l 1 dS it Wtll'e, an insupportable bur·den for hiP!. 
lhe k indtlsl man may suddenly somehow lul'll inlo a loatirsome debduchee and cl'imina 1; it i:; only 
a rndlter• of his getting caught up in lhis whirlwind, in lhe falal whirl of convulsivt! dod 
momenlc:wy self-negdlion dud self-de:;lr·uction, so peculic:w lo the Russidn char•acler at certain 
cr·ucic1l momt!nls.(i8i3, 'Vlas•) [quoted in Fdnger:i96i:224] 

Eliseo Vivas then writes, "a thinker who distrusted the intellect 

as deeply as Dostoevsky did is not a man who could have 

systemised his views, even if he had tried"[Vivas:l962:73]. ·Yet in 
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another paradox, Dostoevsky accuses himself and his own 

intellectual capacity which is sufficiently potent to generate 

disturbing and complex designs on doubt and human nature. Nevel' 

isolated totally from his heart, this ongoing tension in his 

rational thought, is equally the steadfast compassion he feels for 

his "thinking'' doubters, Ippolit, Kirilov and Shatov .in different 

shades, and Ivan Karamazov. Unlike the extrem.e cynic, Peter 

Ve1·khovensky, they do not exploit humankind in a condition without 

God, but watch instead the horrors of the void. 

Kirilov and Shatov are a memorable duo, in spite of the short 

appearances Dostoevsky allocates them in The Devils, fundamentally 

because they display magnanimity and fallibility in equal 1neasures 

in response to the burning issues of belief. Forthrightly from his 

trembling soul, Shatov believes in Russia, t:he Greek Orthodox 

Church, the body of Christ and Russia's role in the second coming, 

but there remains a crucial ba1•rier to cross. His scrupulous 

honesty permits him but a murmur, in reply to Stav1•ogin' s p1•essing 

question; 

'Bul in God? In God?' 
'I -- I ~hd 11 ol::ll il::lve in Gud. '[Tu:259] 

Orthodoxy's marriage of hwnan and divine essences in Christ, the 

God-man, prompts the idea of a reversal to man-god, which is 

Kirilov's character's fateful idea. Pursued lifelong, or so he 

feels, by God, Kirilov is a curious mixture of an individualist who 

is deeply concerned that humanity find the happiness, the Creator 
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desired for His creations. His utopian spirit believes that man 

must freely conquer pain and fea1• 1 and act on the divinity in 

himself, his self-will, to become a god. On this premise, he 

concludes that man's true man-god identity can only be realisable 

in a time "when it makes no difference whether to live or not to 

live" [TD: 125]. Thus Kirilov hatches his suicide plan, which though 

faulty~ is conceived for the physical transformation of earth and 

man. Consequently I when Kirilov' s Quixotic bid for freedom is 

reduced to a false cover-up for the murder of his friend Shatov, 

Dostoevsky achieves another devastating collision bet~een good and 

evil, evoking an image of human feebleness and abiding hopefulness 

-
snatched up in the claws of those who have mutilated the divinity 

of their souls. {<joments befo1•e he takes his life, Kirilov 

hesitates in his resolve, but then continues: 

'God i~ rH~c~:ssdry, dno ~o must ~:;<. ist. 
6ul I know lltdl H~: !!!'. isls and cdn 'l ex i~t ..... 
6ul don'l you understand lftdl d Uldn with two ~uch id~:d~ cannot yo on living? .. .'(i0:61i] 

The God-man's sacrifice is not enough to prevent man's dual nature 

from splitting into two unbearable parts. 

If Myshkin's disease infuses him with belief, then his .dark 

mirro1• image 1 Ippoli t, suffers a terminal illness that spawn's 

doubt in a terrible and visible image. As one of Dostoevsky's boys 

who are given insupportable c1•osses to bear, Ippoli t 1•ebels against 

his fate, his consumption, his loveless family background and his 

loneliness with the conflicting and fertile resources of mind and 

aching heart. He encourages nihilist plots, rebuffs Myshkin and 
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ivil•s Yepan.chin' s affections and dresses his personal! ty in the 

bitterest tones, when, as Hyshkin perceives, his soul craves 

forgiveness and love, and most importantly, that others accept his 

gift of such to them. Ippolit finally writes a confession and 

plans suicide to convey the struggle of his spiritually thirsting 

heart with the figments of a raonstrous and inescapable evil. 

Terror really begins when he sees Holbein's Christ and feels that 

the picture contains "no trace of beauty"[TI:446]. Christ 

suffered, so the Church argues, as realistically as is shown in 

that picture, for Christ was subject to all the laws of nature, 

that inflict agony, decomposition and degradation. This icon of 

unspeakable despair causes Ippolit to feel as if nature were 

~om~ enor·mou~, ·impldcdul~, diiU dumb L~d~l •• or •. ~ome hug~ eng in~ of lhe Idlest design, which 
hds ~ensel~ssly seizt:~u, cul lu piect:~s, dnd ~wd11owed up --- impd~sive1y dnd unfeelingly --
d gr·edl price 1e~s Being, d oe ing wor·lh the who lti of fldlUI'tl dllU d 11 i ls ldWS, wur·th the t!nlir·e 
edr·th, which WCIS cr·edleJ :w1e1y for· Lhe coming of thdl 6eing![TI:447). 

In Ippolit's imagination, this Satanic image, festers in an earth 

already maddened by inordinate suffering. Ippoli t 's delirious 

dreams recall the picture and force him to ask, "Can anything 

appear in a vivid image that has no image?" Here, plainly if 

cruelly, is Dostoevsky's skeleton idea for Ippolit. What meanings 

and events would follow f1•om a faith victimized by the powers of an 

undel'WOl'ld that oppJ:•ess, not with satanic. wickedness and cunning, 

but with a " dark, deaf-and-dumb creature"?[TD:450] Ippolit, in 

disgust, opts for suicide, to avoid submission to an illogical and 

humiliating power. ivlyshkin calms the l'age and despair in his soul, 
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yet Ippolit will still raise that terrible question of an image's 

genesis, whichever side_of the radiance it stands. 

Ivan Karamazov bears the notable distinction of being 

Dostoevsky's most just and articulate doubter. Encapsulating 

Tikhon's observation that the "absolute atheist stands on the last 

rung but one before most absolute faith" [TD: 679], · Ivan rebels 

against irredeemable human cruelty and abject suffe1•ing. With 

oratorical persuasion, choosing children as his first weapon of 

defence, Ivan pours out his heart and mind to the audience par 

excellence, Alyosha. Citing numerous examples of children who are 

flogged, kicked, starved, locked away and abused, Ivan torments 

Alyosha' s boundless forgiveness when he tells of the crazy gene1•al 

who ordered his wolfhounds onto a small, naked boy in front if his 

helpless mother's eyes. 

Who wanls lo know this dammed yood dnd evil dl such d pr·ice? ihe whole world of knowledge is 
not wo1•lh lhe tear·s of lhdt 1 iltle child lo 'Dear God'._ I'm not ldlkiny aoout the suffering 
of gr·ovm-ups, they ale the apple and to hell wilh lheni, let the devil take cCir·e of them all, 
bul Lhese 1ilt1e onesl[Bi\:242]. 

Ivan finds no excuse for innocent suffering, when in fact that 

suffering, and related sin and retribution are incomprehensible 

concepts for small minds: How can he thus accept the archi teet who 

builds, on the pain of little children, a grand plan of 

re~Ul'rection.? The unanswerable question, Alyosha lays at the feet 

of Christ, who gave his blood to "forgive all and for all", to him 

who listens silently in Ivan's poem, "The Grand Inquisitor". 

Built on the premise that the Ol'iginal Christ gave humanity a 
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burden far outreaching their moral and emotional means, the freedom 

to choose between faith and doubt, Ivan's story describes Christ's 

return to earth and imp:t·isonment by the Grand Inquisitor. The old 

man chastises Christ for his lack of insight and confesses to the 

Catholic Church's correction of Christ's mistakes, explaining the 

method whereby people attained freedom within parameters set by the 

"directives of the intelligent spirit, the dread spirit of death 

and destruction"[BK:261]. Contl·ol lies in ''miracle, mystery and 

authority", the thl'ee att1•ibutes with which the devil tempted 

Christ and which the Inquisitor claims are vital to human peace·of 

mind. The sto1•y, with laye1•s upon layers of dualities, accusations 

and pleas, _actually depicts the terri lory beyond doubt, for the 

corrected Christ is a fake, fleshed out by the greatest sinner of 

pride, Satan himself. Since it is Ivan's story,, a plea for human 

justice and a protest against divine imposition of freedom, the 

ending is surprisingly undercut with a compelling sadness, in which 

the Dostoevskian light still glows. Christ.'s only response to the 

terrible emptiness of the tale, is the kiss on the old man's lips, 

quantifiable solely in the God-man's infinite compassion, and in 

the absolute freedom of choice, entrusted still, to the Inquisitor. 

"The kiss burns in his heart, but the old man holds to his former 

idea", like Ivan, and perhaps like Dostoevsky too. 
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SHAKING AND BENDING """'"'"""" J.n.r:. SOUL. 

Her glazing eyes, staring out of death, to shdke and bend my sou 1. On me a lone. The 
ghostcandle to light her agony. Ghostly light on the tor·tur•ed face. Her· hoar·se loud breath 
rattling in horror, while all prayed on their knees. Her eyes on rnti to strike me down. 
Slephen. [U:1.S] 

The young Joyce, and perhaps an even younger Stephen, mark 

their passing in fierce flames borrowed from the Jesuit hell. 

Proportions scale large, and intensely introverted, in a youth 

headed for the firmament, who conteniplates that "[b]eside the 

savage desire within him to realize the enormities which he brooded 

upon nothing was sacred" [PA: 290]. He invi.te~ sin, desires to 

transgress the forbidden taboos, "to force anothe:r.· being to sin 

with him and to exult with her in darkness''[PA:291], then tempts 

hell, while trembling ·at its irrational- power's threats to 

suffocate his.imagination and reasoning mind. Not until he tastes 

excess, till he revolts from the "jellylike mass of liquid 

corruption nauseous loathsome decomposition fetid 

carcasses .... sulphurous brimstone which burns forever with 

unspeakable fury" [PA: 310], can Stephen rest awhile with the Vil•gin, 

and divine light. After his epiphanic revelation, the imagery, 

desires, excesses of rebellion and conformation are directly 

transferred to the struggle of his artistic creativity and Ulysses. 

Though I cannot address the labyrinths of interlocking movement, 

the subtleties of clustered words, flung stars, intellectual 
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arguments, mirrored and reversed in the sands of another chapter, 

all of which bear some significance in Joyce's quest to find the 

meaning beneath his linguistic brilliance, I do wish to draw 

attention to a few relevant aspects of this amazing novel. 

The issue of his mother's forgiveness is vital to Stephen, and 

crucial to Joyce's faith in himself, his art and his God, for he, 

like any Dostoevskian character, must find his compassion and trust 

utterl~ in its re~lity. It is his mother also, who ties him to the 

sea, to the fluid contours of Ireland and the mighty frame of his 

creation. He has to accept his mother's creation, he himself, and 

find the imagery acknowledging her power, the feminine pow~r, not 

-
the temptress, nor the virgin, nor the poet's muse, not even just 

the reproductive womb, but all this and more. While discussing 

Joyce's mother and his gradual loss of Catholic faith, Harl'Y Levin 

notes that the request to join in the prayers at the woman's 

deathbed, came from an uncle, not from the mother herself, making 

the fictional version, Joyce's means to heighten the significance 

of his refusal[Levin:l991:14]. Her ghost and its "breath, that had 

bent upon him, mute, reproachful, a faint odour of wetted 

ashes"[U:1.5], beckons with a bittersweetness as it reproaches, 

touches his love while it stings his pride, ... or is it his fear? 

Disbelief should treat rituals as meaningless gestures, not as 

Stephen's paradoxical behaviour would have them be, somehow 

dangerous and sacrilegious. Though I agree in part with Ulick 

O'Connor, when he claims that Joyce's act of refusal seems to have 

unleashed "the ruthlessness of the artist who will put his a1•t 
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above family and country"[O'Connor:1984:242], there is always 

something in his swagger and disproportionate will, of the small 

wondering boy and the troubled man, seeking trust and fulfilment. 

Though still waving the ashplant of rebellion, Joyce's letter to 

Nora Barnacle reveals the hurt, and the tenderness too: 

My mind rt!jects the whole present social order and Christianity ---- ....•. My molher was 
slowly killed, I think, by my father's ill-treatment, by years of trouble and by my cynical 
frankness of conduct. When I lookt!d on her face as she ldy in her· coffin ---a face grey and 
wasted with cancer --- I understood lhat I was looking on the face of a victim and I cur·sed 
the system which made her a victim{quoted in O'Connor:242]. 

Joyce extends the problematic relationship, with his mother and her 
-

intrinsic inter-relatedness to religion, far wider than in the 

intermittent appearances of the evocative ghost. Sometimes the 

reference is direct, catalysed by incidents whic~~ provoke memories. 

Helping Cyril Sargent, the boy and "a crooked signature with blind 

loops and a blot"[U:2.23], Stephen as teacher and narrative voice, 

elides pity for the boy and mother, with grief for his mother, 

reflections on language steeped with religious symbolism and pathos 

in his own, self derision. 

Ugly and futile: lean neck and thick hair and a stain of ink, a snail's bed. Yet someone had 
loved him, borne him in her arms and in her• heart. But for her the race of the world would 
have trampled him underfoot, a squashed boneless snail. She had loved his weak watery blood 
drained fr·om her own. lias that then real? The only thing in 1ife?[U:23]. 

The boy's shaky writing --- or is it Stephen's? tackles 

unwittingly, symbols moving "in grave morrice, in the mummery of 

their letters, wearing quaint caps of squares and cubes'', as 

Stephen's mind like a pen-nib penetrates iviedieval darkness "shining 
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in brightness which brightness could not comprehend''[Ibid]. It is 

virtually impossible to unweave the symbolic tension,_ which courses 

through the epiphanic moment, because lives are riveted there, and 

history, literatures and small ineffectual hearts, grown 

paradoxically significant, too. The mother, his, and the whole 

time of mothers, is gone, "scarcely having been", resting now in 

stars above a fox who "scraped in the earth, listened, scraped up 

the earth, listened, scraped and scraped"[Ibid]. A powerful sense 

of a world and love gone hopelessly wrong weighs heavily, on the 

one lonely, and self-deceived being, scraping to retrieve the loss. 

Indirectly, the intimately personal mother, gains a place in 
~ 

every discussion of generalised motherhood, especially in the 

mother's labour and hardwon birth, which is both the backcloth and 

subject matter of the male carousing in "The Oxen of the Sun". Who 

but Joyce could have declared: 

ric1rk me now. In women's womo wor·d is made flesh but in the spirit of the maker a 11 flesh lhat 
passes becomes Lhe wo1·d lhdl shd1lnol pass dWdy. This is the p~tcl'ealion[U:14.320]. 

Of all the ambiguous feelings Joyce holds for his mother, the most 

perturbing is his envy for her ability to create the child which he 

is, for tangled therein are all the puzzles of masculinity and 

paternity, that confront a man so bent on controlling his own 

destiny. The focus on female reproduction, in this chapter forms 

the crossover axis of the Joycean endeavou1;; focus changes from the 

genius-to-be son, Stephen, to the everyman humanist and father, 

Bloom; from mother-ghost and the dust womb of sin-trapped love to 
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mother earth woman, [.jolly; f1•om artifice to life, and cast-out 

religious institutions to divine essence in mind and matter. 

Changes evolve gradually and depend a great deal on 1-iolly's final, 

and unending, yes for affirmation, resounding over and above the 

experimentation and obscurity of language in the final chapters. 

I agree with Thornton's reading of the difficult question 

raised by Joyce's linguistic acrobatics, when he observes that, 
_'< 

the most stable and pervasivE:! mode of authorial ---- of Joyce's presence-- iu the novel is 
not Lhe 'sp~ak ing voi~;e' of an ep-isode, Lut in the very cll<lr·acters and events and slructurt:!s 
themse 1 ves [Thornton: i 98i: 245]. 

To establish characters as barometers of the novel's values, Joyce 

must firstly flesh them out as lifelike beings engaged in 

activities that are comprehensible and even endearing, in a 

language which keeps within the bounds of convention. With the 

relationship between characters and readers forged, Joyce can 

impose linguistic obstacles, like distorting lenses upon the 

action, which according to Thornton, conveys Joyce's wish, "to show 

us the insufficiency or inappropriateness of these various styles 

to the underlying subject matter of the novel"[Thornton:1987:250]. 

Whether this was Joyce 1 s intention Ol' not, Thornton 1 s reading is a 

valuable way into the difficult parts of the text. Nany critics 

argue, and this perfectly in keeping with the Stephen/Joyce demands 

on the mind, that the introduction of language experimentation is 

mostly due to virtuosity and an obsessive fascination with 

structural overlays. In each of these readings, language is 

metaphorically another protagonist of the novel, the one who 
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determines riolly 1 s answer to the stilted catechistical burnout of 

"Ithaca" .... Where? 

Yes oeCdUSe he never did a lning like thdt befor·e dS dSK to get n is breakfdst in bed with a 
couple of eggs ... [U:i8.608]. 

and in that release life spills its curios! ties, foibles, 

failures and joys, fluidly quirky and ultimately overwhelming. The 

matter-ot-fact~ formally non-poetical and non-religious vocabulary 

and freeform style implies, that Joyce stripped himself of cultural 

vestments and opted for the nudity of nature, or more correctly, 

after the purification, and in every sense, Joyce merges the end of 

Ulysses with its beginning. In saying this, I am extending and 

contradicting the evolutionary changes from Stephen to Bloom, and 

so forth, as above. Such is the nature and culture of Ulysses. 

Molly overwhelms the mother-ghost, but she cannot efface her, nor 

the ache of the never-to-be-changed action in the psyche of the 

artist and the man. 

Ul:ysses is bedevilled with triads, consciously, symbolically, 

and, at times, painfully. "The most potent as well as one of the 

most archaic of the primary magic nwnbers", three, looms in Joyce 1 s 

consciousness, as vividly as duality pervades Dostoevsky's, from 

the godhead of the Father, 1-iother, Son, which is also the human 

family, to Aristotle 1 s gloss, "The Triad is the number of the 

whole, inasmuch as it contains a beginning, a middle, and an 

end."[Raleigh:1967:96-99]. In Joyce's life, the human family is 

firstly displaced by the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost, the 
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masculine hierarchy, reached through the intercessions of the 

Virgin Mary, for the mother of God is yet to earn her place in the 

holy triune. With such a stamp on his imagination, Joyce in 

Dedalus armour quips on the allure of "a necessary evil": 

Fatherhood, in the sense of conscious begetting, is unknown to mi:ln. It is a mystici:ll estate, 
an apostolic succession, from only begetter to begotten. On that mystery and not on the 
madonni:l which the cunning Italian intellect flung to the mob of Europe the chu,·ch is founded 
and founded irremovably because founded like the wf,wld, .J!tacr·o and microcosm, upon the void. 
[U:9. i70] 

Under loops of backhand irreverence, in timebuckles linking Stephen 

to Shakespeare, to Hamlet and ghost, to son begetting father, the 

fooling<Joyce really aims to break the triune mystery, not so much 

to attain or destroy the ingrained cul tu1•al symbol, but to give his 

creation the power of religious creation, directly from the 

begetter to the beg-otten. When the novel opens its heart to 

Leopold Bloom, Joyce is on· his way to founding the new triune, on 

the old three faces of God, the creator, the redeemel', and the 

prohibitor. The emergent trinity, of earth mother, humanist and 

artist must free the ties of "nationality, language and 

religion"[PA:386], and then revivify and glorify them, to maintain 

the fluid heterogeneity which makes Ulysses "a kind of symbolic 

absolution of [the] universal human condition"[Raleigh:1987:120], 

and of the private Joyce too. 
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TRICKY CONVOLUTIONS, QUAFFING NECTAR WITH GODS. 

******************************************************* 

Dreams seem to be controlled by wish rather than reason, the heart rather than the head --
and yet, what clever, tricky convolutions ary reason sometimes makes while I'm asleep! 
[DRM:211). 

Quaffing nectar at mess with gods golden dishes, all ambrosial. 
have, boiled mutton, carrots and turnips, bottle of Allsop. 
electricity; god's food. [U:8.144) 

******************************************************* 

Not like a tanner lunch we 
Nectar i01agine it drinking 

The comic nerve in both writers, though stylistically and 

' structurally different in nature, provides the constant press~re of 

doubt and suffering generated in their work, with a kind of release 

valve 'and highlights the dichotomy of two men, who pursue ideals of 

spiritual and/or aesthetic purity only to find themselves in league 

with compassionate holy, and un-holy, fools. Another element, 

which I can but touch on here, is the possibility of a theoretical 

relationship between comic and supernatural or spiritual realities, 

raised by Peter Berger in his book, A Rumour of Angels. Like Joyce 

and Aquinas, Berger works on discernible evidence to qualify the 

probable existence of a benevolent, supernatural presence. He 

argues that characteristic comic "discrepancy, incongruity, and 

incommensurability", between man and the universe, can be 

encapsulated in the idea that "The comic reflects the imprisonment 

of the human spirit in the world . . . . [so in] laughing at the 

imprisonment of the human spirit, humour implies that this 
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imprisonment is not final but will be overcome"[Berger:1971:90]. 

The ageless knight, Don Quixote, archetypical comedian of the 

European heart, fights his incongruous battles and embodies the 

plight and paradoxical power of a spirit whose magnitude cannot fit 

"in a world to which he does not belong, enclosed in everyday 

reality as in a prison"[Berger:1971:92]. Berger fails to emphasise 

the immortality and influence of this comic spirit through literary 

and·human history, thus he neglects the sign~ficance of Quixote's, 

christ-like.progeny. Myshkin, Alyosha and the Ridiculous Man owe 

their genesis to the Don, who Dostoevsky considered, 

The most complete flawless character in Christian literature is Don Quixote •••. flawless only 
because he is ridiculous ••.• There is evocation of compassion in the reader for the mocked, 
and for selfless goodness. The mystery of humour lies in the evocation of this kind of 
compassion[Dostoevsky quoted in Lampert:1973:251]. 

Let the irrepressible spirit fly wider, change costume and creed, 

and there is Bloom, chatting to the cat, relishing "cut 

liverslices", re-conceiving graveyards, romance and rescuing needy 

boys, all in a day's walk in Dublin. Zack Bowen argues that, 

Bloom plays a comic Panza to Stephen's Quixote. While both are funny characters, Panza's 
simplicity, grubby earthiness, and will to survive provide the r·ealistic vital background for 
the Don's demented projections"[Bowen:1987:162]. 

Valid as the earthiness motlf may be, I believe that there is 

greater value in perceiving Bloom's role as "the traditional comic 

picture of the spiritual misfit" [Bowen: 1987: 164], a retiring 

Quixote, a well-fed holy fool, or even, with Myshkin and Alyosha, 
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another Christ-man of humility and compassion. Scarred by a life 

in which his father suicides, his boy child Rudi dies, and his 

Jewish origin fosters isolation and abuse, Bloom carries on 

magisterially, infusing "common things with uncommonness" 

[Ellmann:1987:12], while doubting his capacity to accomplish the 

tasks, life demands of him. Stephen may fool around like a stand-

up comic, with mind gags in unlimited supply, but apart from 

occasional lapses, as with the boy, when his feelings join his 

artistry, Stephen is, like his name, an artificer, and not a Bloom, 

who organically flowers out of the muck and beauty of the eart~, 

drinking god's nectar. 

Dostoevsky's comic vitality emanates from the radiance of 

faith, dancing and dodging potential chaos and suffering with the 

certitude of the absurd, often to a tempo made famous by his 

successor, Samuel Beckett. Laughter and foolishness become insane 

ways to transcend the ·hollow pursuits of doubt, and turn the 

hopeless into tragi-comic nobility. "The Dream of a Ridiculous 

Man" exemplifies this aspect of Dostoevsky's writing, to the point 

that he almost tricks his reader, unwittingly over the tragic 

abyss. Circular in structure, the little tale is narrated by a 

ridiculous man who knows the Truth, but finds it problematic, since 

he is "the only one to know the Truth!" [DRM: 202). Nethodically 

reasoning on the emptiness and gloom of his existence that nobody, 

not even he himself, cares about, he plans the favoured exit, 

suicide. In true Dostoevskian logic, he sits down to the task and 

slips into a dream that transports him to Truth, paradise before 
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the Fall, though not without bewailing the loss of earthly 

suffering and love along the way. In this idyllic place, the 

beautiful people "didn 1 t strive to find the meaning of life, 

because their own lives were full of meaning", communicated and 

known through love[DR1>1: 216]. Instead of temples, they "had a sort 

of tangible, live, and constant communication with the universal 

Whole. They had no faith", for they totally accepted happiness in 

life and death[DRM:218]. Saturated in wonder, he confesses, "The 

truth is that --- well, that I ended up by corrupting them all 

... "[DRM:220]. So, from a harmless joke, the first white lie and 

then the compass of sins, these once beautiful people began to 

suffer and "wors,hip their longings"[DRiv1:221]. Forgetting lost 

innocence, they praised suffering, so, although ambivalently, he 

decides to confess his guilt, prepared even to~uffer martyrdom on 

. a cross. Laughter is all he receives for his efforts. Waking from 

the dream, he rushes out to "preach the Truth, for I've seen it 

with~my own eyes, I've seen it too in its glot·y"{DRiv1:224]. 

Unfortunateli, he cannot, 

'organize a paradise on earth, because I cannot convey it in words. After my dream, I lost 
the words that could convey it. At least the most important, indispensable ones. But never 
mind, I'll go and speak tirelessly, for I've seen it with my own eyes, although I'm unable to 
tell what it is that I've seen'[225]. 

Despite his parting words, "If everybody wanted it, everything 

could be arranged" [DRM: 226], the terrible sham of turntable vacuity 

is exposed, beneath the impossible, yet unshakable, spirit of the 

preacher. Written near the end of his life{l877), "The Dream'' 
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brings the force of doubt, for the man who preached truth within 

his art, into fearful proportions. Is he questioning too, his own 

loss of words, doubting his art, as well as his faith? Unable to 

predict history's contrary patterns, Dostoevsky would never know 

how lost his words were to be, in the heart of the world and in the 

genesis of many more ridiculous preachers. 

COMPASSION, IMPALPABLE, IMPERISHABLE. 

************************************************** -

who was the first person in the universe before there was anybody that made it all who ah that 
they dont know neither do I so there you ar·e they might as well try to stop the sun. from rising 
tomorrow ••• [U:16.643] 

Compassion was the chief and, perhaps, the only law of human existence"(TI:263] 

**************************************************** 

In the conceptual gap between, an icon of the suckling mother 

Mary, embodying the faith of the Orthodox Church on earth and the 

ethereal image of the Blessed Virgin's ''joyful and sorrowful and 

glorious mysteries''[PA:335], many tears, raptures and rebellions 

struggle for life. One heart throbs against the grit and another 

head struggles amid the vapours of knowledge and the pungent tastes 

of being; Alyosha sees with his heart, "something as firm and 

immovable as this heavenly vault descend into his soul" [BK: 363], 

and Bloom, having weighed the nightskies in his thought, considers 

"[t]hat it was not a heaventree, not a heavengrot, not a 
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heavenbeast, not a heavenman. That it was a Utopia, there being no 

known method from the known to the unknown"[U:17.575]. The heart 

that desires and the intellect that believes, are the main 

conceptual drives behind the work of Dostoevsky and Joyce. They 

build on the faith of their branch of Christianity, creating a 

sanctity in being; Dostoevsky cherishes freedom of choice and bears 

its arduous cross, while Joyce wilfully penetrates the labyrinths 

of knowledge and then remakes the Word. Beauty, re~affirmed by 

visi~ns ignited by seizures and psychic abandonment released in 

lambent imagery, form intermittent thresholds of liminal experience 

to refurbish faith in Christ and in art. Ambivalence continually 

"*' clouds their purposes and strains to drag-Dostoevsky away from the · 

light, or incite Joyce to further revolt in the steelhard case of 

himself. 

The contours of Dostoevsky's faith fill with luminous and 

valiant inner essences, with gestures of gratitude and sacrifice 

for love, yet grace turns quickly and unpredictably, so that 

thoughtless whims or calculated crimes, irrational suffering and 

rationalist scorn, cut deep holes of darkness in the light. 

Joyce's early passions yield to the beauty of things, to nature, 

and religious-literary imagery and symbolism, all of which he 

encapsulates in his word mass. Later he struggles to relinquish 

some of the poetry and delight in the words for their own sake, and 

delves for meanings to articulate.a faith, stretching the micro and 

macrocosmic span, fusing virgin and earth goddess, desiring 

perfection and settling for the perfect imperfect, Leopold Bloom. 
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Words and characters dissolve in Dostoevsky's ideas, that in turn 

depend, perhaps, on a triangular grid of faith, victimization and 

crime, in interdependent relationship with, the existential 

questions that pervade the hmnan condition, and the nimble 

interference of his dividing dualistic mind. There rests another 

aspect of Dostoevsky and words, that provides an interesting 

counterpoint with Joyce. As master magician of language, creator, 

manipulator, imi tater of the sound and enigmas of words, whose 

literary output includes Finnegan's Wake, Joyce can be seen as an 

artist, on a mission to purge all determinacy from linguistic 

impulses. Dostoevsky, howevel', though he was certainly pl'olific by 

most standards, understood words as concrete units of ideas, which 

he mostly conveyed through dialogue, and, the ideational 

instability of dialogism. In "The Dream", Dostoevsky touched on a 

loss of words. Listen now to Ippolit's monologue and wonder how 

far the feverish boy about to die, speaks for the struggle of his 

creator: 

in every idea of genius or in every new human idea, or, more simply still, in ever·y serious 
human ided born in anyone's bra in, there is something that Cdnnot possibly be conveyed to 
others, though you wrote volumes about it and spent thirty-five years in exp1dining your idea; 
somelh ing wil 1 always be left thdt will obstinately refuse to emerge from your head and that 
will remclin wilh you forever; and you will die without having conveyed to anyone what is 
perhdpS the roost vital point of your idea(TI:433]. 

The boy's desperate tones betray, I believe, a man fearful that his 

great designs wrought in ideas would be misunderstood, and a 

loneliness, that spoke a world to life and death, compassion and 
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agony, faith and doubt. He wrote his life between fever and 

rapture, writing to forge into the ongoing momentum of ideas a 

boundless forgivenes~ to cover the gaping wound of doubt. In the 

end, despite Alyosha's laughter and joy shared with the boys, and 

the searing value of compassion, Dostoevsky's struggle to touch the 

luminous stars seems to have failed, unlike Joyce, who exhausted, 

near blind and aching to find a way out the impasse of his 

daughter's mental illness, is ironically confident in his fictional 

achievements. The only tiny grain with ash-breath, which could not 

be embraced By his evolved faith i~ the world, is the old guilt cut 

into the heart of the boy who once sang Love's Bitter Mysteries to 

his adoring mother. Perhaps the grain acted as a leitmotiv, for an 

enormity of guilt, his words could not pronounce? 
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